Protein damage by photoproducts of merocyanine 540.
Exposure of certain photoactive dyes to light prior to their use in biological systems (preactivation) has been shown to result in formation of long-lived cytotoxic photoproducts. The cytotoxic species responsible for the biological activity of preactivated merocyanine 540 (pMC540) appears to be a hydroperoxide generated by oxidation of ground-state dye by singlet molecular oxygen, formed via energy transfer from triplet excited-state dye to oxygen. A positive correlation (r = .93) exists between the levels of hydroperoxides and percent of tumor cells killed upon exposure to pMC540. Exposure of bovine serum albumin (BSA) (0.5 mg/mL) to pMC540 (0.2 mg/mL-1 mg/mL) results in loss of tryptophan fluorescence and 345 nm emission, suggesting a probable role of either hydroxyl (.OH) or .OH + superoxide (O2-). Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis indicates fragmentation of treated BSA. Aggregation of pMC540-treated BSA is not detected. Bityrosine production is not observed. A dose-dependent decrease in BSA solubility is observed in treated samples, suggesting an increase in hydrophobicity. Amino acid analysis of BSA treated with pMC540 shows loss of some amino acids residues. The data presented here suggest that photoproducts of MC540 derived via the process of preactivation may mediate their effect (at least in part) by reactive oxygen species.